Method of detection similar elements in textures with irregular structure
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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of repetitive elements recognition with heterogeneous image texture. The complexity of solving problems from this class is connected to obtaining precise solution that is sensitive to image with irregular texture. The accuracy depends on correctness of original element selection from which the searching process will start. To solve the problem we propose new synthetic approach that combines statistical methods and machine learning method that allows obtaining resistant and accurate solution. The results of this algorithm are used for detection of reptile skin structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Problems of image texture recognition with inhomogeneous and irregular structure are included to the list of problems that haven’t a satisfactory solution in general case, because it depends on two factors: the accuracy of the selected basic element from which the searching of similar objects starts, and how algorithm adequately responds to the regularity and high level of noise on input image. Known approaches solve the problem only in the case of regular and uniform structure of texture image. However, for some subclasses of these problems, in which elements of image texture divided into similarity classes, can suggest approaches that give satisfactory results. An example of this class is the task of recognizing image elements of the skin structure of reptiles and fish that are generally have inhomogeneous and irregular structure. There is a problem of identification these animals by photo of their skin and thereby identify the class or type of animal. Existing approaches that solve such problems [Leu96a, Fir11a] can be used for identification only regular and uniform structure of texture for further automatic extrapolation search of these elements from a given basic sample. Solving the problem in the case of irregular and non-uniform grid leads to serious mistakes and not reliable results. In particular, if the algorithms use a method Canny [Zho11a] for edge detection, then because of gradients absence in the boundaries of input image the algorithm can not adequately segment "scales" (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Lack of gradients on the border of the image

Also, existing algorithms [Leu96a –Dud73a] are extremely sensitive to boundaries (gradient changes) in the image, especially if there is additional a lot of noise on it. The extra boundaries may also to appear in case of the defects of animal skin (scars, defects in processing, etc.) and in case of non-uniform background, if the skin does not occupy the whole image (see Figure 2; in this case, a large number of outliers that spoils further work of algorithm).

Figure 2. Excessive amounts of noise in the image.
Conventional filtering (smoothing image) does not solve the problem, because there is no testing: is there a noise or a part of the searching element. Excessive smoothing can lead to loss important information. Also, each image has its own noise level, and therefore we can not use the same filtering options. In addition, existing algorithms work incorrectly in the case of large differences in the size and form of these elements [Leu96a]. They inadequately ignore scales (Figure 3), or integrate them into large clusters (Figure 4).

There are several approaches to solving this problem. They are usually divided into two types: structural and reference. First approach [Leu96a] is based on separation and analysis of various structural elements and their features, properties that identify the object. Second approach involves comparison of the investigated sample with defined set of templates [Seo10a, Bis11a]. In this paper we propose a new approach to solve the problem of recognition of the similar repeatable elements on image with irregular and heterogeneous structure of texture using the combination of statistical methods and machine learning. This algorithm we used to segment the skin of reptiles and fish scales.

Objective: To develop an efficient algorithm to solve the problem of recognition of similar repeatable elements for non-uniform and irregular structures of image texture.

2. METHOD OF DETECTION SIMILAR ELEMENTS

In order to determine similar repeatable elements on inhomogeneous and irregular image texture, we should develop algorithms to solve two main problems: generation initial points and constructing “approximating grid”. The quality of the resulting recognition depends on the efficiency and accuracy of these algorithms. Let's consider methods for solving these problems. Before proceeding to develop these algorithms we will perform pre-processing.

2.1 Preprocessing

Simple image has a lot of unnecessary information that can reduce accuracy of the algorithm. For this, we should implement some preprocessing procedures. It is known that every image has target object (for example, skin of reptile) and background. That is why, to separate them, we can make the following steps (Figure 5):

1. Gaussian blur [Dor14a] with kernel value $(7 \times 7, 11 \times 11)$ for $640 \times 480$ image.
2. Using k-means clustering [Coa12a] with $k = 2$ execute image binarization.
3. With connected components algorithms, we can detect border of target object [Cha04].

2.2 Searching of initial points

In our case, initial point is a centroid of the repeatable element considering its shape. At the
moment, the most satisfactory shape type is the bounding box. It uses less memory and more flexible for different image processing algorithms. Detection of initial element among various noises (for reptile skin - scratches, pigmentation, high illumination and etc.) isn’t a simple problem. That is why, structural methods have some constrains in processing such difficult textures. In our opinion, the most appropriate method - constructing a so-called “probabilistic grid” that can detect elements of texture for generating initial points. The grid involves initialization stage based on machine learning approach (SVM [The09a, Ing08, Vap98a] is used for searching candidates for initial point).

2.2.1 The algorithm of candidates detection for initial element using SVM

1. Generation of training set (each image has its own layout on which negatives and positives are generated). Positive << Negatives
2. Training:
   a) Provided HOG descriptor [Low04, Dal05a];
   b) Normalized on 64 × 64 kernel;
   c) Training with RBF kernel.
3. Recognition:
   a) Pass of the image according to different sizes of sliding windows;
   b) Removing outliers using NMS [Neu06];
   c) Determination of maximum similarity coefficients.

2.2.2 Constructing of “probabilistic grid”

The probabilistic grid works with candidates for initial point, which are generated by SVM. The basic stages of grid generation process are following:

1. Triangulation (Delaunay) of candidates set for the initial point (Figure 6). We can consider p initial points that belong to monotone triangulation (set of monotone chain of triangles).

2. The selection criterion of initial point: it is the point that has the smallest dispersion of the lengths (Figure 7) of its neighbors and the minimum asymmetry coefficient.

For this, we will use following formulas:

\[ M_k = \frac{1}{n_k} \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} l_i \] - the mean length of neighbors for point \( k \).
\[ D_k = \frac{1}{n_k} \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} (l_i - M_k)^2 \] - dispersion for point \( k \).

Where \( n_k \) - the number of neighbors for the current point, \( l_i \) length of \( i \) – neighbor.

The asymmetry coefficient is defined as:

\[ E_k = \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} \frac{(v_i - p)}{||v||} \rightarrow \min \] (1)

3. After preliminary procedures all points will have own value of dispersion and entropy (2):

\[ F_k = (D_k, E_k) \]

Then the initial point is defined as:

\[ k_{\text{initial}} = \arg \max_k \|F_k\|. \] (3)

We can generate \( p \) best initial points, using points from monotone triangulation.

2.3 Generating of similarity classes

After determining the initial elements we construct classes of similar elements. For this “approximating grid” are generated. In addition, we use LSK-algorithm [Seo10a] to determine the correlation between images.

2.3.1 Feature Extraction

For feature extraction we use LSK/PCA algorithm [Seo10a]. It consists the following stages:

1. Finding LSK kernel. The main component of feature extraction algorithm is analysis of details of image based on kernel function. These details are gradients. In our case, the kernel function is:

\[ K = \frac{1}{2\pi n^2} e^{-\frac{(\gamma^2 - x^2)^2}{2\sigma^2}} \]

where \( C_r \) covariance matrix for the gradient in 4 directions. Therefore, each kernel will have a matrix of values of smaller dimension function.
2. **Normalization LSK features and dimension reducing.** We make normalization for reducing the dispersion of kernel function values. Target image is divided into patches (Figure 8).

\[
W_{ij}^{l} = \frac{\kappa_{ij}^{l}}{\varepsilon_{1}^{l}}, \quad l = 1, \ldots, p^{2}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, n, \quad (5)
\]

where \(n\) - number of patches. Reducing the dimension of the features matrix is conducted using PCA algorithm.

3. **Comparison of feature vectors.** We use Frobenius [Seo10a] dot product for comparison of feature vectors, and build resemblance map:

\[
\rho_{i} \equiv \rho(F_{0}; F_{P}) = \sum_{l=1}^{n} \frac{\mathbf{F}_{i}^{T} \mathbf{F}_{i}}{\| \mathbf{F}_{0} \|_{F} \| \mathbf{F}_{l} \|_{F}} \quad (6)
\]

Resemblance map:

\[
f(\rho_{i}) = \frac{\rho_{i}^{2}}{1 - \rho_{i}} \quad (7)
\]

2.3.2 **Constructing of “Approximating grid”**

This kind of structure can help to create adaptive algorithm for repeatable objects detection. The main procedure of approach is following:

1. Start from initial point 1 (Figures 9).

2. For given size of the original element we build probabilistic neighborhood. In this neighborhood, we will look for possible similar elements (Figure 10). The shape of this area can be different. In our case, it is rectangle with sizes that correspond to initial element with empirically estimated scale coefficient.

3. Changing the size of the pattern, we build correlation map using LSK kernel. For each template we determine the greatest value of correlation function relative to its various proportions (Figure 11.left). If correlated element is located on border of searching area, we extend resemblance map.

4. Find the new center (Figure 11.right).

5. For created points we repeat steps 1 - 4 and consider new search neighborhood.

After all procedures, we can make the final Delaunay Triangulation for the new set of points and generate grid for whole image texture.
3. IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm is implemented in C++ using libraries: opencv, libcvm. It was used to image texture of snake and crocodile skin, Figure 14, Figure 15.

Quality of the approach was tested on own database. Using our dataset, we generate precision-recall curve for different initialization methods. In Figure 16, we see that detection algorithm with SVM and “probabilistic grid” has better PR rate than algorithm with only SVM initialization.

4. CONCLUSION

We proposed a new approach to solve the problem of finding repeatable objects on the image in case of non-uniform and irregular structure of texture. According the approach we split the problem into two subtasks: search initial element and generation of similar objects. To solve the first subtask we proposed a statistical method that uses a “probabilistic grid” and support vector machine (SVM). To solve the second problem we proposed a new data structure - “approximating grid”. Constructing of the grid includes searching of correlation map, which must specify certain characteristics of the target image. Features were generated using LSK descriptor with PCA algorithm that reduces the dimension of vector space. Finding the grid is an iterative process in which each new point generates searching neighborhood. The results of the algorithms we used to develop software for reptile skin segmentation based on texture structure (set of scales). The algorithm accurately finds centers of...
scales and separates them, even when the boundary between the elements is invisible for the human eye.
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